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dawn of the s brought a new landscape to automobile manufacturing. The muscle car
movement had peaked, imports continued to take market share, governmental regulations were
on the rise, and the biggest new growth market was in a wave of subcompacts. Though the way
forward may have been cloudy, one thing was clear: The s were over. Ford had been
aggressively updating its engine lineup. Existing engines grew in displacement; the grew to ci,
then , , and A modern and compact small-block replaced the obsolete Y-block in , and was
upsized to a in Also in , a new big-block engine family, utilizing similar weight-reducing designs,
appeared as the It would be radically transformed into the Boss the following year, and into the
wedge-head Cobra Jet for Ford's engine development was on the move. But while Ford had the
big-block and small-block engines covered, a hole had developed. For , that was addressed with
the introduction of the then-new Windsor, but Ford's aggressive program of modernization
came up with an all-new just one year after the Windsor's introduction. Even the firing order
was different. The new , nicknamed the Cleveland after Ford's Engine Plant Number 2 where it
was produced, was yet another completely new engine, from a completely new engine family
they called the Both Ford and Mercury made heavy use of the new The Mercury dealer album
bulleted these points to be played up to customers under the headline "Points to Emphasize
about the New V-8 Canted Valve Engines. Bore and stroke were the same on the W and C,
though the block was completely different. A quick way to tell the two apart is that the C has the
water pump housing cast into the block, while the W block is flat at the front. The biggest
changes were in the heads, which, save for the water jacket openings, were verbatim pickups of
the Boss heads introduced in The heads had a lot in common with the heads introduced on the
in Initially, two different castings were used: Cs with two-barrel carbs had big ports and valves,
while Cs with four-barrel carbs had huge ports and valves. Two-barrel engines got 2. For
perspective, 2. Intake and exhaust ports were also substantially larger in the four-barrel engine.
Another key upgrade was the operating angle of the C's valves. Instead of having all the valves
aligned in the same plane, as with the W, the C tilted the valves slightly. From the cylinder
centerline, intake valves leaned around 9 degrees toward the intake port and around 4 degrees
to the side. This allowed for slightly larger valve diameter and smoother bends in the port
contours. Because each cylinder's valves operated at different angles, each valve had its own
pedestal. Cams for both engines were hydraulic, and the four-barrel cam was slightly hotter
than the two-barrel. Airflow through the heads was a quantum leap forward from Ford's
traditional smallish ports, though the four-barrel heads and valves may have been too much of a
good thing, at least for responsive street performance. NASCAR engine builders improved port
efficiency by using epoxy to raise the port floor and reduce the opening of both intake and
exhaust ports by around 30 percent. Other four-barrel upgrades over the two-barrel engines

were stainless steel head gaskets, higher valve lift an increase of 0. Horsepower ratings were at
4, rpm for the two-barrel, and at 5, rpm for the four-barrel, 10 more than the W four-barrel.
Interestingly, the C four-barrel's rated torque output of at 3, rpm was down from the W
four-barrel's rating of at 3, The C found lots of applications, including an intermediate engine
option on many base models, as well as being the standard engine on step-up models like Mach
1 and Cougar XR7. Road tests of the day showed C four-barrel Mach 1 Mustangs running Like
the , which got the performance treatment after first appearing as a passenger car engine, the
had a hot new version for Original plans were to continue the Boss into , but that was scratched
in the last stages of development. Likewise, the Boss was dropped. Available beginning in
November , the Boss carried very little forward from earlier Boss Mustangs. The body was
completely new, and the amped-up new was, too. Starting with the already-strong C four-barrel,
engineers gave the engine generous upgrades, adding four-bolt mains to the block and
upgrading the pistons to forged aluminum. The crank remained cast nodular iron and the rods
remained forged, though both ends of the crank were upgraded with a flywheel cast of high
nodular iron at the rear and a larger balancer at the front. Ports and valve size were unchanged
from the C, though the valvetrain was extensively upgraded in ways that might escape the
casual glance, starting with a hotter mechanical-lifter cam with higher lift and extended
duration. Pushrods were the same length as standard production s, but were hardened and
ground, and kept in place with guide plates. Stronger valve springs had pounds of pressure
open, up from the pounds for non-Boss engines, and they got a stamped steel seat to prevent
them from wandering at high rpm. The Boss intake was cast aluminum and featured a
spread-bore pattern. The carburetor looked like any other Autolite , but the Boss used a D with
the spread-bore patternâ€”smaller primaries and larger secondaries. All Boss s came with ram
air induction, comprised of an open-element breather mated to functional, dual-inlet
hoodscoops. Exhaust manifolds, having been designed well in the first place, were standard
production. Elsewhere, electronic ignition was still to come, so a standard dual-point distributor
provided improved ignition. Alternators had oversized pulleys to prevent overspeed. Factory
rated at hp at 5, rpm, this new engine was the highest output that this engine family would see.
Other performance engines would follow, but none would match the Boss In Ford's advance
press materials it was called the H. Now things get confusing. In May , a third version of the
four-barrel appeared, called the Cobra Jet. It was, in essence, a warmed-over four-barrel, but
with lower-compression 9. The rest of the engine was standard four-barrel. As if the waters
weren't muddy enough, brought yet another shuffling of the landscape. The Cobra Jet was
gone, at least in name. The four-barrel engine had all the same specs as 's Cobra Jet, but it was
no longer called a Cobra Jet, at least by Ford. Mercury literature retains the CJ reference. The
lone difference is that the version's cam was retarded 4 degrees. Horsepower rating for this
engine was at 5,, and torque was at 3, The Boss engine shared a similar fate. The Boss Mustang
was dropped, but the Boss engine was carried over mostly intact, only under the H. Or was it a
different name? After all, Ford called the Boss engine the H. While the H. The heads with the
large ports and valves were retained, and so were the mechanical lifters and valvetrain, but the
new heads had the larger, open combustion chamber. That, with new flat-top pistons, dropped
the compression ratio 2. Ford also dialed back cam duration from degrees to Horsepower fell
55, from to , and torque plunged 84 lb-ft, from to Even though ratings were net, this was a sharp
detune. More cuts were on the way. For the record, Ford also introduced the two-barrel in , a
higher-displacement half-inch longer stroke but low-revving, low-octane, low-compression,
low-performance spinoff of the It had a taller block to accommodate the longer stroke, but there
was never a performance version of the Because of the move to net horsepower standards,
ratings changed by car. The November 11, , Lincoln-Mercury Product News Bulletin explained:
"the new rating procedure results in minor power rating differences when the same engine is
used in different car lines. For example the V engine has a different horsepower rating for
Mercury, Montego and Cougar. This is caused by differences in the exhaust, air intake and
emission control systems. There are slight variances where the California equipment is not
installed. Decoded, that means that the published horsepower figures are a worst-case
scenario, and cars without California emissions will have a bit more power. For , the Boss and
H. Heads were the large-port four-barrel castings, but were now fitted with smaller, 2. The Ford
Car Facts dealer album mentioned these highlights:. Horsepower and torque specs were
unpublished in both the and Ford Car Facts dealer albums. There were almost two pages of
discussion about emissions systems, but not a single line about horsepower and torque, save
for this note in the section on Power Teams: "Engine compression ratios, horsepower and
torque data to be furnished at a later date. By , performance was over. Mustang was forging
ahead as a radically downsized compact with an inline four-cylinder as its standard powerplant.
The Cleveland design would continue, but as the long-stroke M and For fans of classic,

high-powered muscle, the best years of the Cleveland design had come and gone. Pinnacle of
the Cleveland engine design: the four-barrel H. All the good stuff is here: four-bolt mains, giant
ports and valves, high-compression combustion chambers, forged pistons, aluminum intake,
and Ram Air. It featured a half-inch longer stroke than the , and even in standard passenger car
form there was no performance version of the W it equaled the Boss 's factory horsepower
rating. This image is taken from the press event where the W engine was introduced. Can you
spot the error? Mid, the new Cleveland replaced the Windsor. The Cleveland featured many
advancements, especially in the cylinder heads, which were patterned after the Ports were
huge, with valves to match. The C block is easily distinguished by the cast-in timing gear cover
that extends forward at the front of the engine. Expanding on the valvetrain geometry
introduced on the , the Cleveland's improved breathing came from canted valves. Both intake
and exhaust valves were tilted on two different planes, allowing large diameters, smoother port
transitions, and greater flow of coolant between the valves. Connecting rods on C engines, both
two- and four-barrel versions, were forged steel. Main bearing caps for both had extended width
to allow for the possibility of four-bolt mains. Neither engine had four-bolt mains for , but
beginning in they would become standard on four-barrel C engines. Two versions of the C were
built for , a two-barrel engine and a four-barrel. On the C, the difference extended beyond the
carb and intake manifold. Two-barrel s had heads with large ports and valves, while four-barrel
s got very large ports and valves, and a cfm Autolite A carburetor on an iron, dual-plane intake
manifold. Cleveland heads have "2" or "4" cast into the corners to designate which head it is.
Popup pistons and closed-chamber heads helped bump compression up to Boss All production
heads were iron. No aluminum option was offered. The 2. To better tolerate lower octane fuels,
all and later Cs used the lower compression, open-chamber heads. Valve size remained the
same for , but changes were coming for and beyond. The and H. These changes, teamed with
the Cleveland's ample ports and valves, really gave the Boss a mean streak. Exhaust manifolds,
long a bottleneck on Ford engines, were addressed on the C. These castings may not have
flowed as well as the 's long-tube manifolds, but they were a big improvement over the and
manifolds. Four-barrel exhaust manifolds had larger ports and passage
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s than the two-barrel castings, but both had 2. The exception were Boss manifolds, which had
larger 2. You can tell a Cleveland engine at a glance by its rectangular valve covers. Close Ad.
Tom Shaw Writer. To put the new design into production, Ford spent big. Computer-designed,
lower and wider cylinder block made with the latest advancements in precision thin-wall casting
techniques Compound canted valves with large heads positioned to provide maximum intake
and exhaust flow capacity to provide better breathing, better flow, and permit improved cooling
Exhaust-heated intake manifold with large oval ports to help warm up the engine quickly and
recycle more heat to the engine when needed Lightweight pistons with large valve clearance
cutout for the intake valve that improve breathing and permit a bigger charge of the fuel-air
mixture into cylinders Five main bearing nodular iron crankshaft making possible stronger,
leaner crankshafts that weigh less. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

